
This piece was dubbed by its creators a “plastic sound” work, and it is the result of close collaboration between 
the composer Luis de Pablo (1930) and the artist José Luis Alexanco (1942), which could be interpreted as a 
confluence of the experimentations at ALEA, an electric-acoustic music laboratory directed by Luis de Pablo, 
and those at the Madrid University Computer Centre, of which Alexanco was one of the main driving forces and 
representatives. This collaboration also planted the seeds of what were known as the Encuentros de Pamplona 
in 1972, since both artists were among its organizers and ideological intellectuals.  

aspect, in constant dialogue with the in-
habitable space.

The importance of this work is essential 
to any understanding of the configuration 
of Spanish experimental art, and there-
fore to a number of art history narratives.

There was, at the time, a growth in the avant-garde in Spain, and moving debate from 
the technological to the artistic was one of its most outstanding features. Alexanco’s 
work at the time centred on mathematical research into the transmutation of anthro-
pomorphic figures, using computer experimentation. Its random technological impli-
cations present us with the first point of contact with Luis de Pablo’s artistic interests. 
Produced by ALEA, this work originally consisted of one hundred and forty identical red-
dish plastic figures designed by Alexanco, into which the artist mechanically pumped 
compressed air through Plexiglas tubes, giving them a sort of dying movement. At the 
same time, random beams of light and projections played around the scene, while two 
stereo tapes of electronic music played compositions by Luis de Pablo over each other, 
so that the sound took over the entire space. The tape recordings electronically fused 
variations on other musical compositions – Módulos V, Yo lo vi – with African slave 
chants, improvisations by Mauritian musicians, the voices of Bushman children and 
so on. 

It was first shown in 1971 at the San Martín Cultural Centre in Buenos Aires, although 
the first institution to invite them had been the Di Tella Institute, which closed down 
before they got there. It was then continuously interpreted in a number of European 
and American cities up until 1980. The representation was different at each location, 
which meant that the work took on a wide variety of forms and meanings. The version 
shown here, supervised by the artists, is unlike any of the adaptations to date, thus 
carrying on the original spirit of the piece, which is based on the changing, ephemeral 

J.L. Alexanco and Luis de Pablo
Soledad interrumpida, 1971
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